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1
Director Of Library s¢rviC¢S The winter exhibit, Dard Hunter and
Annuql Rgpgft 201 1/1 2 the R0)/croft Print Shop, was curated by Robert
Garzillo as a follow up to his sabbatical work on
This was 3 year Ofwohderful exhibits and Roycroft publications at the Athenaeum. This
special events, major initiatives in marketing exhibit was the eetalYst ror e reeePtion and tour
and outreach, and a significant increase in the ror Atheneeurn members inlanuery» ejohn
number of classes taught by the librarians and Russell Bartlett SoeietY leeture on Royerort by
library staff Qur biggest project, the Material Walter Rumble, and a tour of the exhibit by the
Resource Center received grant funding and Club or Odd Volumes rrom Boston other
suppert from the Qeilege to proceed with the winter events included the Mixed Magic Exult
first major renovation in the library since the Choir in e Perrorrnenee kieieing orr the Week or
move in 2()()6_ Martin Luther King junior events on campus,
dinner for the Trustees at their February
Exhibits and Events meeting, and a conversation with community
Qur summer exhibit showcased the members as part ofRISD’s public engagement
beautiful and dramatic Chinese puppet initiative-
collection of RISD alumna Judith Funkhauser, The Spring/Summer eiihibit W515
and included a summer opening reception. Part BOOKMARK; all the exhibit <3a5e$ Were Stuffed
of this exhibit was deinstalled briey for an with 30 Years or artists’ books bYJan Bekeres
exhibition celebrating Poetry and the Printed students installed bY.len as Part orher role with
Page; R151) student Projects from Mairead the library this year, it was a marvelous display
Byrhe’s classes were displayed for 3 R1 Centerfor of student work. This exhibit also attracted a lot
the Book gathering and poetry reading by of guests as well as anotherjohn Russell Bartlett
Forrest Gander; almost 100 people attended. Society tour and lecture-
Students were introduced to the library For National Llbrerl’ Week in APril the
as part of their freshmen orientation tour, llbrerl’ hosted another disPleY orbooks on the
orchestrated with all new signage which was seating Pavilion; Bibliophile‘ Books We Love eh
also used to create a virtual tour on the library Why» while earlier in the rnonth the 22nd annual
website Graduate students had their staff art exhibit was on display in the upstairs
introduction with a Pecha Kucha event in the onse-
library. Later in the fall, the library hosted the The Library onee again W85 the Site for
first ever freshman tape project in which the Honorary Degree dinner berore
students were using elements of the library to commencement; 3 Wonderful eVeni With Ffalief
investigate perspective While the library did Award winners also in attendance. The month
not come through unscathed from students’ ended with the sbeee being rented ror the APPle
razors, it was exciting to see so many new Store EmPloYees QuerterlY Meeting-
students engaged so intimately with the space.
The fall exhibit, Private Parts curated Reaching the Students
by Archivist Andrew Martinez, focused on a Librarians were busY this Year with
1973 exhibit in providence which involved classes, teaching a record number of sessions in
RISD students, the press, the courts and the fell (54) and 3 total or 31 elesses (1646
eemihuhity reeetierr it was up during RISD by students) by the end of the year. In addition,
Design weekend so that alumni from that time there were 88 Classes in Sbeeiel Colleetions»
would have eh Opportunity to see it_ As in past Artists Books and Archives with 1327 students.
RBD weekends, Andy also connected with Students and reeultl’ in the
alumni and parents with his historical walking Arehiteeture DePertment es Well es ProsPeetiVe
tour of the eempiis_ graduate students toured the library and had
lunch in the Picture Collection in the spring;
this was followed by a Landscape Architecture
2
Department lunch and tour; both included a marketing efforts, we are aiming to
chance to see pertinent special collections communicate that the RISD Library is both a
books on display in the reading room. These physical and a virtual place.
were so successful that an invitation went out to
other departments to follow suit. Additions to Collections
RISD’s Career Center held evening We were able to invest in important
drop-in sessions in two conference rooms in the digital resources this year, adding the seminal
library throughout wintersession and spring and reference work Benezit Dictionary o_fArtists, now
found the initiative to be very successful. available through Oxford Art Online. We
The Library Marketing and expanded our coverage of ]Stor, by adding Arts
Communications working group created a 6’ Sciences VIII with 140 more titles. Through
series ofwonderful posters which were our vendor EBSCO, we had trial subscriptions
distributed around campus to convey to to Art e’¢Architecture Complete and Textile
students the range of collections and services Technology Complete, and subscribed to Science
available in and from the library. Efforts were FullText, a compendium of 320 science journals
made to reach out with social media, including formerly from H W Wilson. In response to
blogs, Twitter and Facebook. The library requests, we added the digital version of the
invested in new software called AirPac to make Chicago Manual ofStyle, and provided access to
the library catalog more accessible from nearly two million rights-cleared images in
handheld devices. Two librarians got iPads for Britannica's Image Quest.
use in reference and instruction. The biennial Modest increases in the book budget,
student survey was administered in the spring including both restricted funds and book sale
gaining more than 300 responses. revenues, allowed for an increase in purchases
Despite these efforts, circulation this year. The following are some of the
statistics continued to show a decline in book important additions to the collection:
checkouts, down 11.7% this year from last, and
down 22.6% since the highest number ofbook Artists’ books:
checkouts reported (63,335 in 2003/04). In Cry uncle / words and images by
fact, this was the first year since 1996/97 that Frances jetter. [New York] : F._]etter, 2009.
fewer than 50,000 books circulated. Circulation Deconstructing the pyramids in
of DVDs has declined as well. On the positive nummulitic limestone / Angela Lorenz. Bologna :
side, the gate count is up signicantly, room A. Lorenz, 2008.
reservations increased, and in house use was Essentialguide to the hotshop / by
recorded at 43,000 so there is plenty of evidence ]ooI-lee Yoon. [Providence] z]. Yoon, [2011]
of the value ofa browsable collection and the Raising the supine dome / [by Amy
importance oflibrary as place. Borezo]. [Orange, Mass. : Amy Borezo, 2010].
On the digital side, librarians have Seek : the inaugural biennial, introducing
found the LibGaide software to be especially 1 00 creative endeavors worth lcnowing/ [work,
helpful and used it to create 53 more guides this images and text by Shea Hembrey]. [New York
past year, for a total now of 1 10 covering all the : S. Hembrey], c2011.
academic departments, plus many specialized Stories behind bars / Tona Wilson.
topics and “how to” categories. [see Rosendale, N.Y. : Womens' Studio Workshop,
risd.libguides.com] There were more than c2010.
30,000 hits from off campus as well as 106,672
hits on the library website. Database searches Special Collections:
were up 10% to329,000, nearly halfofwhich The complaint, or, Night~thoughts on life,
were in ARTstor. Retrievals of full text articles death eé’ immortality / [by Edward Young ; with
also increased to more than 50,000 with the watercolour illustrations by William Blake ;
majority coming from]Stor. Through our commentary by Robin Hamlyn]. London :
3
Folio Society, 2005. (A copy of the commentary Telecommunications ; National Black
was donated by the Folio Society since our used Programming Consortium ; Pacic Islanders in
copy came without.) Communications ; presented by National
Five poems / Toni Morrison; Minority Consortia ; series creator 8: executive
silhouettes by Kara E. Walker. Las Vegas : producer, Larry Adelman. [San Francisco,
Rainmaker Editions, 2002. Calif] : California Newsreel, c2008.
Gerhard Richter: catalogue rais0nne'/
[author and editor] Dietmar Elger. Ostfildern : We also purchased a scrapbook of
Hatje/Cantz, 2011- reproductive prints from the Golden Age of
Max Beckmann : die Skizzenlnlcher = Illustration in America, compiled around 1908
the sketchbooks / Ostfildern : Hatje Cantz, by RISD alumna Abigail VVhipple Cooke.
Verlag, c2010. Images from this volume were added to the
Motifs décoratifs tirés des pochoirs Picture Collection.
japonais / par Th. Lambert. Paris : Librairie The most significant gift this year was
Générale de the Richard (Dick) Jones Archive, donated by
l'Architecture et des Arts Décoratifs, Ancienne Christinejones. It was in 2008 that Chris
Maison Charles Schmid; Ch. Massin, Succ'r, contacted RISD to see ifwe might be interested
[I878]. in the working archive ofher late husband Dick
Practice makes perfect : / the pen-lettered who had graduated from our advertising design
exercise sheets ofRaphael Boguslav. Santa Fe, program in 1951. The material not only
N.M. : Fisher Press, 2011. represented a very talented alumnus, but it
Sam Francis : catalogue raisonné of captured the work ofa seminal period in
canvas and panel paintings, 1946-1 994 / edited American advertising. It was remarkably well
by Debra Burchett-Lere ; with an essay by represented, well preserved and organized, and
William C. Agee. Berkeley : University of the gift included his book collection as well. His
California Press ; 201 1. numerous awards from the field showed that
Dick’s work was very well-regarded, and it
DVDs: seemed a perfect acquisition for our new
Fold crumple crush : the art ofEl Anatsui Archive of Graphic Design and Illustration. An
/ a film by Susan Vogel ; producer, Prince Street independent appraiser valued the donation at
Pictures; director, Susan Vogel. Brooklyn, NY : more than $100,000.
Icarus Films, [Z011]. Chrisjones also gave the library 197
Intervista : (finding the words) / Ideale volumes from their illustrated children’s book
Audience présente ; un lm de Anri Sala. New collection. Other gifts included ongoing
York, N.Y. : Icarus Films, [20--?], c1998. donations from Tim Finn, a large number of
Once removed / produced in books and periodicals from retired faculty
association with Center for Independent member Leonard Newcomb, and volumes from
Documentary. the Estate of Steven Lerner. Both the Bell
Brooklyn, NY : Icarus Films, c1999. Gallery at Brown and the Rice UniversityArt
Puppet/ Burnside Films Production ; Gallery lled in gaps in our collection of their
a film by David Soll, director ; produced by exhibition catalogs, and the RISD Store passed
jared Ian Goldman and Hannah Rosenzweig. along around 1600 books that they had
New York, NY : Distributed by the Cinema removed from their inventory. Those that we
Guild, 2011. couldn't use were donated to the University of
Unnatural causes : is inequality making Ghana.
us sick? / produced by California Newsreel ; in Work on the Abrams Collection
association with Vital Pictures ; Center for continued; books being kept were cataloged; a
Asian American Media ; Latino Public valuable volume of original etchings was
Broadcasting ; Native American Public transferred to the RISD Museum; and about a
4
third of the remainder were sold to a dealer. mezzanine area above the arch. That damage
Money realized from the sale will be used to has yet to be repaired.
establish an endowed fund in the name of the A second water event occurred with a
Abrams Family. broken valve in the heating system under the
Bob Garzillo completed his work with seating pavilion causing a serious ood in the
the Museum Print Room, adding records for all video viewing room and the surrounding area.
of their accessioned book objects into the Thankfully this happened during the middle of
library catalog. a workday and the response was rapid, limiting
The Material Resource Center the potential damage. A few pieces of baseboard
continued to grow for a third year; the most and wallboard were eventually replaced.
valuable acquisitions coming from a The circulation pavilion also required
subscription to a quarterly box of new materials some repairs, and additional bolts were added
from Material Connexion. Other additions to the pre-shelving area to stabilize it. Compact
came as donations from companies. shelving units in storage and in Special
The architectural model collection was Collections were repaired as well.
expanded with three models transferred from The computer and scanner for digital
the Museum: the Parthenon, RISD Museum imaging were replaced, the computers in the
and Carr House for the Farago Addition, and faculty lab were upgraded, and a new digital
Richard Neutra’s Windshield House. The latter projector was installed in room 228.
was lmed late in the year for an upcoming Unfortunately the self-checkout computer died
documentary. in the spring, and since a new one was not in the
budget, it was offline until the new fiscal year.
The Graham Visual + Material Resource
Center Stafng
Grant requests were submitted to a Laurie Whitehill Chong was on
number of organizations as we continued to sabbatical leave for the year, so Ariel Bordeaux
look for support for the materials initiative. In took on additional responsibilities in Special
addition to the physical space, money was Collections; in addition, the library was
sought for increased staffing, curricular fortunate to havejan Baker, Professor of
development and the building of a database and Graphic Design on partial leave from her
website. The first successful proposal was for department so that she could be a Library
funding to develop the space as the Champlin Fellow with us. Jan was responsible for most of
Foundations awarded a grant of $ 130,000; this the artist book classes, held open hours for
was matched by an equivalent amount from individual student appointments, and installed
RISD's capital budget and in earlyjune a the spring exhibit. Robert Garzillo was on
demolition crew removed the wall that had sabbatical for the rst half of the year, working
created the corridor to the Picture Collection. at the Providence Athenaeum and preparing for
The work included a new soffit at the ceiling, the winter exhibition in the library. Their
new lighting, a sink, walls painted white and a reports follow.
new cork floor. The original door to the Slide Gail Geisser andjanet Grewer were
Collection was relocated 50 feet west and by both out for extended medical leaves, but
mid-July most of the work was done. gratefully returned to the library in good health.
The Archives hosted a number of interns and a
Other notes on the Facility volunteer, listed at the end of this document.
The Library made it through
Hurricane Irene in late August 2011 with no Professional Development
issues, but did develop a serious water and ice Four from the Library plus Anne Bulin
problem in the winter in one of the large east- (OIT) were able to take advantage of
facing windows due to a pipe leak in the Innovative Interfaces training in August and
5
September. Since we were able to offer the Island representative for the Academic Library
space (room 228) for their Northeast training Survey for the National Center for Education
sessions, workshops that would have cost more Statistics.
than $7000 in all were provided on Circulation Through ARLIS /NA, Carol mentored
(Gail), Technical Services (Marc), Acquisitions art librarians Laura Hastert (Corcoran College
(Elaine) and Load Profiling (Bob). Anne ofArt + Design) who visited the library in
attended the Systems Coordinator sessions held October and Tony White (MICA) who visited
at Brown. in March. In addition to attending the
Librarians participated in conferences ARLIS /NA conference, she helped chair the
of the American Library Association, the Art AICAD librarians meeting at Ontario College of
Libraries Society ofNorth America in Toronto, Art & Design University. She is treasurer of the
the Innovative Users Group meeting in Consortium of Rhode Island Academic and
Chicago, and the Society ofAmerican Research Libraries and planned the 40“
Archivists also in Chicago. Claudia Covert was anniversary celebration for the organization.
invited to speak on dazzle camouage at the Carol continues to serve on the Library Board
World War I Symposium at the Woodrow of Rhode Island, and the Buildings & Grounds
Wilson Presidential Library and Museum. Andy Committee of the Providence Athenaeum. She
Martinez presented There Are N0 Art Stars: exhibited photographs in the RISD Staff show
Student Work in Context in the RISD Archives at and the library staff exhibit. Carol completed
the Artists’ Records in the Archives symposium her 25“ year as RISD’s Director of Library
in New York City. Ellen Petraits gave a Services.
presentation at the 3T’s: Teaching, Technology
and Transliteracy conference held in Albany, Conclusion
NY. Mark Pompelia presented papers at the
Southeast College Art Conference and As reected in the report on the
ARLIS/NA. The librarians and the archivist Library for the mid-decade NEASC report: It is
participated in the first College Hill Librarians anticipated that the librarians’ role as
gathering held at Brown in November. A “knowledge navigators” will become even more
number ofthe librarians joined Bill Miller’s critical; research work with both classes and
painting class field trip to the Albers individuals will increase. The archivists will
Foundation in Connecticut. Librarians and staff provide leadership on campus for the retention
members also attended meetings, workshops and preservation of digital institutional records.
and conferences at RISD, Bryant, Brown, Holy The library will continue to collect print
Cross, and the headquarters ofEBSCO in materials, but will expand holdings of digital
Ipswich, MA. Details of staff activities appear in collections through both acquisition and
the reports that follow. creation. The library as place will continue to be
Library Director Carol Terry served on important to our students. The Material
campus committees, including the Provost’s Resource Center will get established as a key
Council and chaired the Library Committee. collection supporting research and teaching.
She continued to serve as liaison to Our goals for 2012/13 respond to
Architecture, Landscape Architecture and the these challenges as we seek ways to support and
Apparel Design departments. She was a judge participate in the objectives of RlSD’s Strategic
for Library ]0urnal's New Landmark Academic Plan for 2012-2017.
Libraries competition and served as a critic for
an Interior Architecture class reimagining the Carol S. Terry
space for the Material Resource Center. She is a Director of Library Services
member of the EBSCO Art Advisory Board and September 2012
attended the inaugural meeting of the group in
Ipswich, MA. She also served as the Rhode
6
Special Collections Annual Report 2.01 l-12 School of the Museum ofFine Arts, Boston; St.
Michael's Country Day, Newport; and the
Overview \/Vheeler School. In addition, Special
During the academic year of 201 1- Collections processed 106 scan requests,
2012 while Laurie Whitehill Chong was on primarily from students.
sabbatical leave, Professorjan Baker joined us
as a Library Fellow, presenting artists’ books to Outreach and Tours
classes and studying the collection, and Ariel Tour groups included the Freshman
Bordeaux managed the Special Collections Orientation tour, the Landscape Architecture
department. Department and Providence College. We
The numbers ofvisitors, classes and conducted impromptu tours to grad students,
individual appointments this year were very visiting parents and other drop-in visitors.
close to the previous year. There was, however, _]an Baker gave several walk-through
a drop in retrievals from 3,423 in 2010-11 tours of her Bookmark exhibit on an
(Special Collections & artists’ books) to 2,062. impromptu basis, and more formally to the
This drop may be in part due to a preference to John Russell Bartlett Society.]an also showed
showing smaller numbers ofbooks during material from the Angela Lorenz Process
classes and individual consultation, and in part Archives as part of the Watts Program, and
due to some missed checkouts during the offered tours to Tom Ockerse and other fellow
busiest months. faculty members.
A visiting book artist from India, Priya
Class Presentations and Collection Usage Pereira gave a talk and presentation of her work
Artists’ Book presentations were split Robert Garzillo hosted a very
betweenjan Baker, who gave in-depth successful evening lecture in conjunction with
presentations and Ariel Bordeaux, who co- his exhibition, Dard Hunter and the Roycroft
taught with the visiting faculty member. Special Printshop (see below). A standing-room crowd
Collections classes were primarily taught by of over fifty gathered in the Special Collections
faculty who had brought their classes in Reading Room.
previous years, and facilitated by Ariel
Bordeaux. Exhibitions and Loans
47 artists’ book classes (25 taught by The following exhibits were mounted
_]an/3 taught by Ariel/ 19 co-taught by Ariel in the library:
with faculty)
38 Special Collections classes (8 co- The Puppets Have Arrivedljuly 16- October 5,
taught by Ariel with faculty/29 taught by 201 1. Curated by alumna Judith Funkhouser
faculty/ 1 taught byjan) (RISD 1963). A collection of Chinese puppets
59 Individual artists’ book from the Ella V. Bowering Collection ~
appointments (20 ]an/39 Ariel and other staff) marionettes, hand puppets, shadow puppets
and other objects were displayed. A DVD
We had a number of new requests from featuring similar puppets being performed was
new faculty and faculty who haven’t previously played continuously. A reception was held in
brought their classes from Foundations, Glass, the library. Poster designed by Ariel Bordeaux.
Graphic Design, HPSS and Painting. Ariel
coordinated with Andrew Martinez to Poetry on the Page. September 23 - October 5,
accommodate 4 class visits to look at both 2011. Curated by Mairéad Byrne; Alice
artists’ books and archives. Two undergraduate Beckwith and the RI Center for the Book. This
students brought their classes in as part of a one-week exhibit featured a display of RISD
presentation. We hosted outside groups from student poetry books created from Mairéad
UMass Dartmouth, Brown University; the Byrne’s class, as well as books by poets Forrest
7
Gander and Kamau Brathwaite. The exhibit Staff
coincided with an event in the library, “An During Laurie Whitehill Chong's
Evening of Poetry with Forrest Gander," and sabbatical leave, Ariel Bordeaux handled the
was part ofa larger series run by the R1 Center daily operations of Special Collections;
for the Book's “2011 Art of the Book Program.” scheduled, facilitated, and taught classes;
facilitated the installation of several exhibitions;
Private Parts. October 7 -January 4, 2012. and served on the Marketing the Library
Curated by Andrew Martinez. “An exhibition of Committee.
material from the RISD Archives documenting Ariel earned a Master of Fine Arts in
a controversial 1978 student-run exhibition cartoon studies this year from The Center for
with the same name. The exhibition, held in an Cartoon Studies in White Riverjunction,
off-campus gallery space, featured artist Vermont.
interpretations and depictions of the words
"private" and "parts." “ (text from press release). Ariel Bordeaux
Poster designed by Andrew Martinez and Ariel Special Collections Assistant
Bordeaux. _]une 2012
Dard Hunter 25' the Roycroft Print Sh0p.]anuary
13
- March 30, 2012. Curated by Robert
Garzillo. A display ofbooks designed and ReP°l't ‘°m the RISD I-Ibl‘3YY FelI°W
Printed ai the Roycroft Shop’ an arts and crafts Having taught book arts courses for the past 32
C°mmllnltY- In addltlen to Seme beeks from years, I was excited to become a Librar Fellow
Special Collections, the books displayed were for the aiademle Year 2011-2012, 3ff0F1hI”lg me
borrowed from the Providence Athenaeum, the Opportunity io Work. with Artists’ Booksfrom another point ofview.Brown University, the Providence Public
Library, University ofRhode Island, and the My responsibilities were to prepare for and give
R@dw<»@d»dAthwm~ 2'3iiiiiffTiiililiniéi‘I‘u’i;EIi?l§§§§Garzillo also organized a lecture by historian hours," to accommodate indiVidua| research
Walker Rumble (titled, Hubbard's R0ycroft:A with this collection. In addition, I was asked to
L~ 1 A ch install an exhibition ofa collection ofthree
lit ejoumey to East Wow’ March 14 ’ 2012) decades of student artist books throu hout the
which was held in Special Collections and very Ubrary_ g
well attended. Poster designed by a work study
student, Robert Garzillo and Ariel Bordeaux. I ioono Working with the, Artists, Book
collection to be very exciting, especially
showing the process materials ofAngela
22"‘iArmual Library StaffArt Exhibit. April 2 — Lorenz, which student artists and designers
13, 2012. Curated by Ariel Bordeaux and Susan could relate to how 3 b°°l(_‘/l/as aCtllallY_
fabricated. I observed that in the collection
Gifford‘ our ongoing aiiiioai iiiidiiioii of through student interest, there is a need toi
exhibiting works of art by library staff. Poster acquire additional three-dimensional sculptural
designed by Susan Gifford. b°°k5 and alleled l3°°l<5-
To facilitate my presentations, I began a (hard
Bookmark. April 6 -july 31, 2012. Curated by copy) card catalog, to assist in selecting books
Jan Baker. An exhibition ofhundreds ofstudent for Pl'e5ehtell°l"l5- These Cards Were eh added
d ' I t‘ f. , , resource uring c ass presenta ions or
made artists books fioiii 3o years oilaii Bakoi S additional factual questions that may arise
teaching book arts courses.]an Baker from students concerning content, edition size,
conducted several walk-through tours with medlllm» ete- The Cards were Vel')’ helphll l°
. . . . , . me, and I hope they Wlll be an ongoingclasses visiting the artists book collection, and for the Artists. Book Correction
gave a lecture and tour to the john Russell
Bartlett Society on March 12, 2012. Poster The BOOKMARK exhlbltleh beeameeh
designed byjan Baker excellent teaching tool, to interact with
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students and discuss various book structures Storm raged in this retelling oftheir Survival
and content ofthe books on display. This
collection of student handmade books will
eventually be donated to the RISD Artists’ Book lll<e frem 3 Woman 5 Per5PeCtl"e-
Collection. I am currently looking for funding to
catalog these hundreds of books and print a At the Libra and Archive ofthe A alachiancatalo ofthis uni ue collection. ry ppg q Mountain Club, Laurie researched records of
I could not have accomplished my job this year this event; finding supplemental materials in the
without the assistance ofAriel Bordeaux who form of lass lantern slide ima es uidebooks
did a superb job organizing the calendar, g g ’ g ’
setting up appointments, pulling and re- "RPS: and neW5PaPer Cl1PPlng5» to add to her
Shelving b0°l<$i t)’l?i"g up lists ofthe books to grandfather’s written account. She also
Eggl'(?€gdS'hC§vUy5;Lti'3i%1gzlzéoggzfafnnss for researched historical and cultural events for that
(When | had a conict with my teaching time period to gain a fuller sense oflife in the
schedule) and assisting with the installgtion of early decades ofthe 20”‘ century.
the BOOKMARK exhibition. I am thank ul forA'l’sa 'ta nd orttho h tth'
yeriii. SSIS ncea Supp r ug Ou ls Usingthese researchmaterials Laurie began
story, she re-imagines what it must have been
working on the text and images starting in July
We all welcome Laurie Whitehill Chong back 2011. Herwrittentextwentthrough 18from her productive Sabbatical.
. . . .
revisions, using InDesign to format page
l look forward to the growth ofthe RISD Artists’ layouts. By December she was ready to print the
B°°k Collectlon and its continuation as an 14 illustrations for the book. These mainly
' ' 11' f RI D 't
.
.;nnSdpg€hgor2a|T|rqeaSr?ku;§:J ftgrrttlilqeis nfea rfizgfiniunl Y consist ofthree-color linocuts, which she hand
opportunity! printed on a Vandercook No.4 proong press,
rented at Dan Wood’s DWRI Letterpress studio
lan Baker in Providence. Durin the winter and earlProfessor g YGraphic Design spring months, Laurie printed the text pages on
ll-me 201 2 the Vandercook, using photopolymer plates
made from the InDesign files. The bool<’s
format is based on the size and structure of
Laurie’s grandfather's hiking guide, small
5al9l7tiCal Summaly 2911/12 enough to fit into a pocket. By the end of May
2012 she finished hand binding an edition of 25
With over twenty years experience selecting copies, one ofwhich has been given to the RISD
artists’ books for the library’s collection, Library for its artists’ books eolleetioii
studying the development and growth of these
books as an art form, and writing, lecturing, or Laurie attended the College Book Art
teaching in the book arts, Laurie decided it was Assoeiatioii cgnfei-ence in Emei-yville, CA in
time to try her hand at making one. For most of January 2012 where she moderated a panel
her Sebbatlcel Year» She Wrote: illustrated, discussion and continues to serve as a member
printed, and hand-bound her own artist book the CBAA Board ofDire<;tots_ While in CA she
entitled; 5'10"’ Bvrmd In September: A Re visited three academic libraries in the Bay Area
Imagining. The skills and experience she gained and Pei-tieipated in 3 elass presentation of
tl1f011gl“1tl1iS 8I1dei1V0r Will be Ofgreat I158 in all artists’ books at the San Francisco Art Institute.
her future work with students.
Laurie Whitehill Chong
The book is based on a family story. In Special Colleetious Librarian
September 1915, Laurie’s grandparents were Curator ofA;tists’ Books
stranded for several days in a small stone hut on August 2012
the shoulder of Mt. Washington, New
Hampshire's highest peak, while a ferocious
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Readers’ Services Annual Report 201 l /2012 laptop reads and signs the agreement once a
year. A message is entered on their account that
Overview notes they have read and signed the agreement.
In the fall several representatives from The Circulation Department also held
the Readers’ Services Department met with a meeting on social media, in particular our
other library student worker supervisors and Twitter account. We talked about what was
created a guide for students who want to work appropriate to tweet and how to create a voice
in the library as well as an online application. for the feed. It was a required agenda item of
Now there is one place students can go to nd every Circulation meeting so that upcoming
out about jobs in the library. Students can apply events, hour changes, etc can be tweeted. Mark
online for a job or multiple jobs. Library staff Sweeney has taken the lead on administering
has access to all applications and can make the account by responding to tweets and nding
notes on applications. The link to this is on the mentions of the RISD Library.
library's homepage, “Libraryjobs for Students”. Circulation also worked on creating
All year long several members of the online forms. They looked at all paper and
Reader’s Services Department were part of the online Circulation forms and discussed what
library’s Ad Hoc Committee on Marketing. forms work best in what format.
This group accomplished many activities Gail Geisser, Circulation Manager took
including creating posters highlighting the six weeks medical leave. In preparation for this
library’s offering that were distributed across the department updated key documents like the
campus, celebrated National Library Week with workflows document as well as opening and
a display of favorite library items picked by closing procedures. During Gail's leave some
RISD students, faculty, and staff and developed staff needed to change their hours to provide
a draft library communications plan coverage for the Circulation Desk and take on
In February, RISD Public Engagement extra responsibilities. To cover all hours we
hosted a Performed Literature Review “VVhat needed help from Susan Gifford of Technical
Inspires?" in the library. Artists, educators, Services. Thank you to all the staff for pitching
students, and faculty spoke about books that in during this time!
inspired them. A book display and a LibGuide Circulation this year, including
were created to complement the event. renewals, was 68,692. This is down from last
The Career Center had drop in year’s 76,952 and continues the downward
appointments held in the library during the trend we have seen the past few years. In house
spring semester. This was very successful and circulation moved up to 43,004 from last year’s
will be repeated again. total of 25,210 [reported as 35,210]. RISD
Also in the spring, the library began to students, faculty, and staff checked out 3,618
evaluate its room booking software (Google items from the Brown Universities and 3,148
doc). We joined with the Nature Lab on from the Providence Athenaeum. RISD
looking at software. By fall we plan to move patrons requested 224 interlibrary loans. This
from our home grown system to a professional is about the same as last year’s total of 214.
system. After going down again last year to Number of items requested from RISD were up
163,760, our door count went up this year to from 493 to 567. Retrievals from storage have
185,833. gone up slightly from 93 to 118.
For four nights in May 2012, Stephen
Circulation McCaughey kept the library opened until
The Circulation Department met in midnight. 204 people used the library between
the fall to revise our laptop policy due to 11pm and midnight during this time, an average
problems with overdue laptops and a lost of 54 per night, with Wednesday night having
laptop. The new policy is posted on our the most people in the library.
website. Every RISD person who borrows a
10
Reference 8: Instruction Ellen Petraits and Claudia Covert
This fall was a record breaking received iPads this year. They used the iPads
instruction semester. 54 library classes were for instruction and roving reference. They were
taught during the fall semester. At times we did very handy when giving tours and also when
not have classroom space, so public computers working with groups in the library conference
in the library were reserved and a conference rooms.
room was set up with a projector from Media Room reservations went up from 865
Resources. A total of 74 classes were taught this to 1125.
year reaching 1,512 students. Many tours were
given (including the Orientation Tours) to 390 StaffActivities
students. Also four workshops were given Claudia Covert (Readers’ Services
reaching 84 students. Librarian) served as the ACRL Arts Chair. She
We had five instruction meetings this attended ALA Midwinter and Annual as well as
year. The topics ranged from Art History 102 the NERCOMP (NorthEast Regional
to best practices for library instruction to having Computing Program) Annual Conference. She
jen Liese of the Writing Center as a guest spoke at the New Light on World War I
speaker. We also had a meeting about Symposium at the Woodrow Wilson
LibGuides. It was open to all LibGuide account Presidential Library and Museum in April on
holders and it was decided to create an internal the use of dazzle camouage in the war at sea.
LibGuide for RISD LibGuiders as well as hold She presented a talk on her sabbatical on
two meetings a year. One in July or August and libraries and technology as well as led librarian’s
a second one in Wintersession. The purpose of meetings on technology planning and new
these meetings will be to discuss topics for integrated cloud library systems.
LibGuides, best practices for making John Gambino (Senior Library
LibGuides, and training. Assistant, Circulation + Reserves) processed
We created 53 new Research Guides 721 reserves for 87 courses. He assisted in
using the LibGuides software. Librarians and RMED inventory and created an online reserves
library staff have created most of the guides, form. He helped unpack donations. Andjohn
however, RISD Public Engagement and the continued with his studies at RIC.
RISD Museum have contributed to some Gail Geisser (Circulation Manager)
guides. R1SD’s LibGuides homepage has attended two days of Innovative circulation
received 5,736 hits this year and the guides have training. She also attended a RISD Learns on
received 30,015 hits up from 14,985 hits the how to create a PowerPoint. She helped plan
guides received the first year we started them in and host the rst RISD Recognizes Awards
2009. This means most guides are found during ceremony and continued to serve on the
online searches, direct link, or via their unique committee. She received a 25+ year pin for
URLs not our LibGuides homepage. We have a service to RISD at the event. She also continues
total of 1,812 questions recorded in our Library as co-chair on the ACRL-NEC Access Services
Questions Form. Interest Group (ASIG), and she is a board
We tried a new format for our member ofthe ACRL-NEC. She also attended
Reference Meetings. We meet monthly (eight the ACRL-NEC Annual Meeting in May. She
times) on Wednesdays from 3-3:30pm. These has worked on nding copyright permission for
meetings were called Questions @ the Art History classes and attended a meeting on
Reference Desk and all library staffwere invited copyright that was attended by representatives
to come. The purpose of these meetings were to from RISD Liberal Arts, RISD Library, and
discuss and answer questions asked in the RISD Legal Council.
library. A LibGuide of the topics discussed was Stephen McCaughey (Senior Library
created for future reference by all library staff. Assistant - Circulation + Serials) reviewed 53 e-
journal links. He inventoried Periodical Main
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and updated holdings to 173 serial records. Archives Annual Report 2.01 1/12
Stephen obtained 56 issues to fill in gaps and
added 450 titles in Gold Rush. He also Research Use of the Collections
participated in webinar training for Gold Rush. The Archives staff answered 236
He participated in Staff Christmas reference requests during the year, representing
Show/Library Staff show. Stephen was a 266.75 hours of research time using the
volunteer for the Artists Ball. He was collections. Familiar topics were covered
nominated for a Group Staff Appreciation including museum exhibitions, academic
Award and won the Cost Saving/Efficiency policies, alumni, RISD Buildings and
Award. department histories. Extensive research on
Ellie Nacheman (Catalog/Reference this history of strategic planning at RISD, the
Librarian) report in Technical Services section history of the Faculty Meeting, and the
Ellen Petraits (Research & evolution of the Provost and Associate Provost
Instruction Librarian) Injuly 201 1 Ellen was positions was presented at two of the monthly
an Artist-in-Residence on Norton Island, ME. Faculty Meetings. Visual materials, including
In August 2011 she attended the IFLA photographs and architectural drawings, were
conference in Sanjuan, Puerto Rico. In March provided for presentations, campus
2012 Ellen gave a presentation at the 3T's: construction and repair projects, exhibitions,
Teaching, Technology and Transliteracy research, and publication.
conference held in Albany, NY. In April 2012 The Archives hosted at least 181
she gave a talk on Art Research: Sources and researchers as well as several class groups using
Methods for Artists in Context at the the collections.
Rochambeau Branch Library. Ellen chaired the Class presentations by the Archives staff
Library Communications and Marketing included Lisa Young's (Photography) Image
working group, and served as liaison to Bank class, Anne West's (Graduate Studies)
Graduate Studies, Interior Architecture, INVESTIGATIONS: Betwixt and Between,
Industrial Design and Painting. andjennifer Edwards’ (Photography) classes.
Mark Sweeney (Senior Library I/Vhat follows is a statistical break down
Assistant - Circulation + Stacks) Mark served of the different user types who used the
on the newly appointed Library Promotion collections remotely and in person.
Committee — participating in meetings,
installing the popular Bibliophilia exhibit, Reference Requests Registered Researchers
hanging posters around campus and designed
the favicon used on the Library’s catalog and College Staff 74 (31%) 006 (03%)
mobile site. He's been active in promoting the Museum Staff 35 (15%) 005 (03%)
Library through its social media platforms, Faculty 26 (11%) O13 (07%)
particularly within the Twitter-verse, and has Students 23 (08%) 116 (64%)
enjoyed interacting with the Library's following. Alumni 09 (04%) 006 (03%)
Mark filled Interlibrary Loan requests this year RISD CE 002 (01%)
during Gail's medical leave and vacation. He Non-RISD 70 (30%) 017 (09%)
hired and trained 9 new students, hosted one Brown 004 (02%)
event in the Library (the MLK Week kickoff
event performance by the Mystic Magic Exult Records Accessioned
Choir), and participated in the Annual Staff Art The Archives accessioned 53 groups of
Show. records totaling 96 linear feet of material.
Noteworthy accessions include: the
Claudia Covert professional graphic design work (c1950s-
Readers’ Services Librarian 1980s) of alum Richard ]ones; 230
August 2012 photographic panels from the 1939 Museum
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exhibition Rhode Island Architecture, anytime, Elizabeth scanned and created
mounted on large boards (24"x30” and metadata for 35mm slides of Graphic Design
3O”x4O"), for the 1939 Museum ofArt degree projects which will be added to the
exhibition; and a metal box containing shark RDID database. Kate did similar work on
repellent passed along by a succession of Fine photographs of RISD buildings. Chelsea
Arts Deans (1981-2012) with a letter of advice sampled Photography degree projects and
passed with the repellent. Recipients include added thumbnail images and metadata to our
Roland Belhumeur,]acqueline Rice,jay EileMaker Pro database. Ryan cataloged audio
Coogan,]ohn Terry and Deborah Bright. and video recordings in the collection, a project
Donors of materials to the Archives that summer intern Morgan Boes continued.
this past year include alumna alumni Elena Technical Services Librarian Robert
Pascarella,]im Barnes, and Chrisjones as well Garzillo cataloged several decades of Museum
as_]ayne Ingalls Haynes and the Rhode Island exhibition brochures from the first half of the
Historical Society. 20"‘ Century that had previously been
unaccounted for in the Library catalog. The
Collections Processing Archives has already received requests for
During the year, Associate Archivist copies of several of the catalogs from external
Douglas Doe spent the bulk of his processing researchers.
time on the Museum’s Decorative Arts ‘
departments records for curators Rudolf Additional Activities
Berliner and Graeme Keith. The project Archivist Andrew Martinez revised the
required the complete reconstruction of current general guidelines for managing RISD
Berliner’s own filing system to allow use of the records and transferring them to the Archives,
detailed indices included with the to reflect the archival needs relative to born
correspondence. Additional processing digital records, including email. Andy also met
included Academic Affairs records--primarily with the Provost’s Council as well as the
the additions to the committee records sent to President's Cabinet to discuss the Archives and
the Archives on a yearly basis as well as subject records policies.
files. Collection finding aids have been Andy conducted an oral history
uploaded to RIAMCO, the Rhode Island interview with faculty member Professor Merlin
Archives and Manuscripts Collection Online Szasz and Professor Emeritus Thomas Sgouros.
website, beginning with the Presidents’ and Andy researched and curated the fall
Museum Directors’ correspondence. Rachel Library exhibition Private Parts, which
Stamp, an MLS grad from URI who currently incorporated archival material--including works
works as a part-time reference librarian and of art--and revisited the controversial exhibition
archivist at North Scituate Public Library, of 1978. He also provided research assistance
volunteered in the Archives in order to learn and items from the Archives for an exhibition
more about Encoded Archival Description marking the Architecture Department’s
(EAD) cataloging. Rachel processed and Symposium during the spring.
encoded some smaller collections for inclusion Andy presented There Are N0 Art Stars:
in RIAMCO. Student Work in Context in the RISD Archives, at
The Archives hosted four MLS the Artists’ Records in the Archives
graduate students this year who were looking symposium hosted by the Archivists Round
for archives internships: Elizabeth Bauerle and Table of Metropolitan New York (October 11-
Chelsea Gunn from Simmons College; Ryan 12, New York Public Library and Fashion
LaLiberty from the University of Rhode Island, Institute of Technology). Andy also gave a
and Kate MacBain from the university of presentation on his sabbatical project
Washington. In order to make parts of the examining art and archives, Limbo Pictures, to
collection available to a wider audience the RISD community in November. He
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presented his annual historic tour of the RISD Technical Services Annual Report 201 l/12
campus for RISD by Design weekend.
Andy continued to serve on the Robert Garzillo, Technical Services
Instruction Committee and its Academic Librarian was on sabbatical from _]uly to
Policies subcommittee and was a Library December 2011, a summary of his project
Liaison to the Photography, Sculpture, and follows this report. In Robert's absence the staff
TLAD departments. Once again Andy served of the department did a commendable job
as the Rhode Island representative to the keeping the acquisition and catalog work
Society ofAmerican Archivists’ (SAA) owing. The total number ofbooks cataloged
Membership Committee and he attended the increased compared to the previous year. This
SAA Annual Conference in Chicago last july. was partially due to Elinor Nacheman’s efforts
He also served as a member ofthe Tomasso in cataloging hundreds ofbooks from the
Juglaris Publication Commission. Abrams family gift the library received the
Doug served as an officer for RISD’s previous year. The total number of purchased
Staff Council and attended the SAA conference titles also increased from the previous year by
in Chicago. Doug also served as a member of over 400 partially due to an increase in the
the Honorary Degree Committee. number of DVD titles acquired. Also
contributing to the increase in total number of
Andrew Martinez titles cataloged during the past year, which was
Archivist up by nearly 1000, were continued gifts from
August 2012 RISD Alumnus Tim Finn (comic book
anthologies, illustrators, graphic novels); the
RISD Museum’s annual transfer of recent
exhibition catalogs and monographs; a gift of
approximately 1600 titles from the RISD Store.
Other notable gifts received during the past year
but not yet cataloged are 600+ titles from
retired RISD faculty member Leonard
Newcomb and a gift of approximately 200
children's books by Christine _]ones. The total
number of gifts received during the past year
totaled approximately 5500 with the total
retained and cataloged as of_]une 30"‘ at 1308.
The number of original cataloging
records contributed to the OCLC Worldcat
database increased again due to Ellie's efforts in
cataloging RISD theses and Robert’s work in
cataloging RISD Museum ofArt book objects
and early RISD exhibition catalogs. Robert
completed his effort begun last year of
cataloging the book objects in the Prints,
Drawings and Photographs Department at the
RISD Museum. The total number of titles
added to the catalog, and listed in a separate
featured list (RISD Museum ofArt Minskoff
Center Book Collection) on the Library
catalog, is currently 329. Robert will
periodically add to this list as items are added to
the Museum collection. Robert cataloged 240
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early RISD exhibition catalogs spanning the liaison for the departments of Ceramics,
years 1885 to I958. Most ofthese catalogs Furniture and HPSS. Ellie took part in a eld
required original cataloging records which were trip last November with Bill Miller's painting
added to the OCLC Worldcat database. With class to the Albers Foundation in Bethany,
the assistance of Ellen Petraits, Reference Connecticut. She attended the ARLIS /NA
Librarian, Robert created a Library research annual conference in Toronto, the ARLIS /NE
guide, “Early RISD exhibition catalogs, 1884- spring meeting at EBSCO in Ipswich,
1945” accessible from the library’s main Massachusetts and the annual HELIN
webpage. Conference at Bryant University. Ellie serves as
Robert worked with Claudia Covert, the ARLIS /NA webpage news liaison for the
Readers Service Librarian, to import 500 Credo Art and Design School Division. She exhibited
Reference catalog records with e-book links for work in the annual Library staff art exhibition.
these reference works. Also at Claudia’s request Marc Calhoun, Senior Technical
Robert changed the library software Services Assistant, catalogs the bulk of our new
configuration of patron records to enable book purchases and assists with gift book
“reading history" to compile as a default rather cataloging. Marc did a commendable job in
than the previous way of having patrons sorting through the large gift of books received
needing to “opt-in” to this service. Robert is from the RISD Store and making selections to
responsible for cataloging and maintaining add to the collection. He also supervises student
periodical titles and working with reference and assistants in the mending/conservation area.
circulation staff to keep appropriate links in the During the spring and fall semesters Marc
records for e-versions, abstracts and indexing. worked two hour reference shifts twice a week.
Robert continues to serve as the He also taught one section ofArt History I02
subject liaison to the Glass,]ewelry and and served as library liaison for a Foundation
Printmaking departments. He also serves as the course on artists’ books. Marc also took the
library liaison to the RISD OIT department, initiative in preparing cataloging records for
Innovative Interfaces (III) and OCLC. Robert DVDs which are being created in-house by
loaded the current III software release this past reformatting library VHS titles. Marc attended a
February, and attended a 3-day course taught by two-day Innovative workshop on the
Innovative, “Load Profile Workshop”, held at Millennium cataloging module last September
the RISD Library August 2011. Robert held at the RISD Library. He exhibited work in
continues to serve as treasurer of the RISD Full- the annual Library staff art exhibition.
time Faculty Association. Robert attended the Susan Gifford, Technical Services
Innovative User’s Group annual conference Assistant in Cataloging, processes all library
held in Chicago, and the New England Library acquisitions, supervises student assistants who
Association Technical Services Librarian help process library materials, and proof-reads
conference, “iLibrary: digital futures for new bibliographic records in the catalog. Susan
libraries” held at the College of Holy Cross. serves as a backup to the circulation desk and
Robert exhibited work in the annual Library during the past year filled-in for the circulation
staff art exhibition. manager who was out on a six-week medical
Elinor Nacheman, Catalog/Reference leave during Wintersession. Susan attended
Librarian continues to catalog the visual media, RISD workshops pertaining to
new books and a large percentage of the gifts understanding/assisting international students,
including this past year the previously disabled students and conict resolution; she
mentioned Abram’s collection. Ellie serves on served as a discussion leader in the Common
the Steering Committee and is Chair of the sub- Reading Program for incoming freshmen. Susan
committee liaising with Enrollment, Media, exhibited work in and helped install the annual
Institutional Engagement, Staff Council and Library staff art exhibition.
Grad/Undergrad Student Alliances. She is the
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Elaine Robinson, Senior Library the University of Rhode Island Special
Acquisitions Assistant, continues to serve the Collections Library, and the Redwood
library on a part-time twenty-hour per week Athenaeum. I was able to borrow materials from
basis. Elaine orders and receives all library each of these institutions to include in the
acquisitions and supply orders and keeps track exhibition.
of financial accounts. Also of note is Elaine’s A meeting of thejohn Russell Bartlett
management of the huge number of gifts the Society was held at the Fleet Library at RISD
library receives throughout the year. Elaine Special Collections reading room to coincide
attended two days of training on the with the exhibition. I hosted a talk by Walker
Millennium acquisitions module last September Rumble, an author, printer and book and
held at the RISD Library. printing historian. Two additional tours of the
exhibition were held, in February for members
Sabbatical Summary of the Providence Athenaeum, and in March for
My sabbatieal project involved the Club of Odd Volumes, a Boston area book-
cataloging a collection of Roycroft publications wlleeting Club-
donated to the Providence Athenaeum. The All additional elrhibitioli i5 Planned for
gift, numbering approximately 300 items, was the Providence Athenaeum. The exhibition
given to the Athenaeum in 1990 but had yet t0 prompted another gift of Roycroft books to the
be cataloged. Roycroft was a community of craft Athenaeum bY arl Athenaeum member Who i5
wgrkers and artists which foi-med Part of the also a RISD Alumna. About a third of this gift of
Arts and Crafts movement in the United States. sixty titles are new to the Athenaeunfs
Elbert Hubbard fgunded the Community in collection; Iwill catalog this material at some
1895 in the village of East Aurora, New York. point and incorporate the material into the
The work and philosophy of the group had a Ati1eI1ae11r’5 Roycroft eXbibitior1-
strong inuence on the development of
American design in the early 20"‘ century. I was Robert Garliiio
drawn to this collection due to my interest in Teebnieal SerVi¢e$ Librarian
the arts and crafts period. My other interest _luiY 31» 2012
regarding the Roycroft community was that
Dard Hunter was a designer there early in his
career, from 1903-1910. During his lifetime
Hunter (1883-1966) was the foremost historian
of handmade papermaking; his books on the
subject are still standard works in the eld. In
addition to cataloging the books into the
catalog shared by the Providence Athenaeum
and RISD, I proposed curating and installing an
exhibition of the collection focusing on the
design work of Hunter and his evolution as a
designer during that period. The exhibition,
“Dard Hunter and the Roycroft Printshop” was
held at the RISD Library fromjanuary through
the end ofMarch 2012.
I/Vhile cataloging the material I began
researching Roycroft and Dard Hunter at the
John Hay Special Collections Library at Brown
University. This lead me to discover Roycroft
works in the collection at the Hay, the
Providence Public Library Special Collections,
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Visual Resources Annual Report 201 l/12 and those screened by the RISD Museum and
Office of Student Life.
The 2011-12 academic year has been a The DVD collection benefited from
period of dramatic change and robust growth targeted collection development in five major
and expansion for the Visual Resources areas: 1) Gay & Lesbian interests
Department of the Fleet Library at RISD. (documentaries and entertainment titles), in
Collections both shrank and increased while conjunction with larger GLBTQ_campus
others kept steady pace from the previous year. awareness, 2) must-have documentaries from
Substantial progress was made toward meeting lists published by authoritative sources, 3)
long-standing goals for the Visual Resources independent cinema, 4) acclaimed directors,
collections. and 5) art-film distributors.
Among the noteworthy accomplishments The replacement ofVHS videotape
and initiatives: holdings is now a regular part of library
> Exponential growth in Material Resource workow: 205 VHS tapes transferred to Media
Center (MRC) holdings Storage from two categories: 1) low circulation
> Grant received from the Champlin and 2) high circulation tapes after replacement
Foundation and matching funds from with purchased DVD version; and captured,
RISD for physical renovation of MRC encoded, and digitized 34 Media Reserve tapes
> Milestones met toward shared MRC for which there is no commercially available
database initiative with Harvard University verSi0n-
Graduate School ofDesign
> Slide collection evaluation and Material Resource Center
dispensation of 1/3 collection; 1/3 The MRC pursued three grants and a
relocated to storage; and final 1/3 being partnership during the year covered by this
currently evaluated report: Gladys Brooks Foundation that was
> Exponential growth in DVD Colleetigu unsuccessful; IMLS Grant for materials-based
> Targeted collection development in the $Yrr1P°$ium that W35 51-leeesshlli and the
DVD collection Champlin Foundation for space renovation that
> Digital conversion ofVHS/videotape- was also Slleeessful
based audio-visual holdings becomes The MRC Cehtihued its Partnership
regular activity for reserve and circulating with Harvard University’s Graduate School of
items Design with the goal to create a data
> Simplified vvorlcllovv in the Digital lrnage environment for materials that is shareable and
Library serves as a model for materials collections at
> Expanded use ofsocial media for the entire large. To date a semi-nal material classification
library and participation in a campus-wide protocol has been drafted and amended with
publicity campaign for library resources functionality notations for the next step of
and services contracting with a programmer.
The MRC began a subscription to
DVD Collection Active Matter from Material Connexion
The DVD Collection saw an addition Whereh)’ a quarterly 5hiPmeht of hfteeh
of 45 3 titles’ an increase of 89% over the innovative materials is added to the permanent
previous year's number of acquisitions. The e°heeh°h- These items’ alohg with the
allocated budget allowed for the fulllment of Inventables donation, are the highest circulating
all faculty requests and to revisit the desiderata materials lh the Collection-
list and acquire most of those outstanding titles. with dedieated Student assistance; the
The library acquired DVDs purchased MRC researched materials literature, blog
and donated by both Liberal Arts departments websites, and other materials collections to
actively acquire material samples in order to
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build a critical mass of interest, spark inquiry, The MRC was the recipient of a grant
and encourage conversations with—and fulfill from the RI-based Champlin Foundation for
requests—from other interested faculty on the renovation of room 204. This involved the
campus. Acquisitions through these outlets disposition of the slide collection and its
resulted in 320% increase to the collection accompanying cabinetry and the relocation of
totals from the previous year. staff and activities to the Picture Collection and
Based on the advanced draft ofthe other makeshift spaces on the second oor of
Material Classification Protocol, the MRC the Fleet Library. A limited materials collection
reorganized its collection accordingly and comprised ofActive Matter and Inventables
improved signage to reflect these changes. New items was available during the summer months
signage was also created to aid in the adherence via the Picture Collection.
to usage policies.
Current and recent collection totals: Picture Collection
2011 2012 Collection included:
2009-2010 2010- 2011- Significant projects for the Picture
Metal 51 125 453 ° 179 Art Files that were in storage were
Glass 1 1 39 424 either withdrawn or integrated into the Art
Wood 705 1022 1613 Files. This freed up a 4-drawer cabinet to
Composites 22 436 shift the Picture Collection Subject files to
Tiling 1690 1332 541 make more room in the drawers. The entire
Textes 1246 1649 5919 collection was shifted last summer.
Paint 463 463 4103 ' Cataloguing Artist files into the Online
P1asti¢s 37 176 Catalog, 2/3 completed by]une 30.
Mineral 723 ° Began digitization projects of Illustration
Ca;-Pet 369 files and the purchased Cooke Album of
Bjo-C0n'1pQ§jte Golden Ag€ Illustrators.
polymers 3572 Reconfigured the year before, continuously
open service hours without a break between
Total 4275 5792 18592 daytime and evening shifts solidied access and
services, resulting in circulation numbers that
The MRC established circulation adhered to the new plateau established by
policies and a fee structure that mimics both the previous number, with only a slight decrease.
Nature Lab and Picture Collection to create ' Number of ¢1iPPiog5 borrowed‘ 391050 two
parity with those and reduce idiosyncrasy. Years ago: 381527 one Year ago, and 34942
The MRC partnered with Interior Currently
Architecture professorjonathan Bell for a ° Number 0ff01d@r$ ¢h@C1<9d Out! 7,862 two
course tasked with the redesign of the physical Years ago, 7,643 one Year ago, and 6,629
space in room 2004 in advance of the actual currently
renovation in summer 2012. The MRC was the ' Number ofpatrons who checked out
setting of detailed orientation, space measuring, materials: 2,030 two years ago, 2,088 one
initial concept pin-ups, etc. with the library year ago, and 1,768 currently
director and materials librarian participating as o Number Ofvisitors who used the eollection
Critics during oa1Pro5ontation5- but did not circulate items: 3,967 two years
The MRC circulated 970 materials ago, 3,956 one year ago, and 3,695
(275 the previous year a 352% increase) to Currently
159 Patrons (64 the Previous Year_a 248% The Picture Collection was the site of two
i11CTea5e)- successful graduate luncheons by the School of
Architecture.
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Notable additions to existing RDID image
Slide and Digital Image Collections collections:
Several years following key decisions to 0 RISD Artists Books Cgllectign
cease slide production and begin the process of . John Hendrix Gothic Cathedral Collection
weeding the collection of non-essential, non- update (Shared with Roger Williams
unique: and low"lua1itY Slides: dr5Pen5rng orthe University) increased to 639 from 202
slide collection became a top priority this year Pl.oviouSli,_
with the news in late 2011 that the Visual , RISD Buildings end Open Spaces (from
Resources Center would be renovated in early Archives)
summer 2012' ' RISD Digital Image Library (9,525
Announcements were made at the previous-2 13 027 revious-1 15 748
school and division levels and stakeholder Current) ' ’ P I ’
departments and faculty were invited to review
slide holdings important to their research and RDlD has 695 registered
lnetreetlon so thet t_heS_e Items Could be compared to 563 the previous year and 417 two
prioritized for digitization (though not the
slides themselves, but from higher quality
sources) and faculty could then retain officially
YEZIIS 8gO.
RDID totals for locally produced
withdrawn Slides" collections (total 19,017):
With that policy slide circulation
numbers plummeted sinoe slides were not . Visual Resources Library: l5'748
expected to be returned: 10,177 in 2008-2009, . ArChiveS'R1SD Posters: 360
5,084 in 2009-2010, 3,639 for 2010-2011, and ' Artists’ B°°1<S= 517
inst 245 slides for 291 l_2()l2_ ° Dazzle Print Collection: 538
During the first half of 2012, the entire ' john Hendrix English Gothic Collection:
slide collection of approximately 165,000 slides 639
was weeded for items that had not circulated in ' Loeb Design Science; 163
the past dozen years, reducing the collection by o Manna} Representation; 13()
more than one-third by the end ofthe spring . Raid the icebolll 28
iereester (7%'311 iteme Stamped as ° RISD Buildings and Open Spaces: 359
withdrawn Dne-third was moved to storage Rlsl) Faculty Gallery: ell
and weeded during the summer months and the
remaining third will be weeded during the . RISD Public Collection: 93
coming academic year, with the goal to retain . RISD Student Gallery: 90
approximately one-third the original collection ' Ruth Lrrxson Artist Book Arehrve‘ 141
comprised of unique and high-quality items RDID totals tor remote Shared
eligible fol digitization collections (total 171,649):
Digital image production benefited ‘ Art Images for College Teaching: 2,900
from a new Mac tower and 23” monitor with a ° Battles and Leaders ofthe Civil War: 100
tabloid-sized atbed scanner complete with o English Arehiteetnre; 650
tran5PareneY adaPter- However» Production ' Historic Art and Architecture Illustrations:
dipped slightly this year, which can be 300
attributed to the extended leave ofa key staff , Historic Posters 08804918): 160
member that I'6Srl1lrt€Cl'l11 less curated collection Madlsorr Art Collection: L000
development. Digital image cataloging: 2,968
images (3,741 previous) from 91 orders (103 NAS1_r Imegr exchange: 166'483
previous) requested by l7 faculty (32 ° Tenniel Civil War Cartoons: 56
previous).
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Some RDID data contained problematic StaffAccomplishments
and systemic error, and invisible characters that Visual Resources Librarian Mark
shut down some RDID functionality, so all Pompelia presented a materials-based paper at
records were replaced with clean data as Southeast College Art Conference and an
validated XML. updated version of that paper at Art Libraries
VRC staff provided training in the use Society ofNorth America; he continued as
ofARTstor, RDID, scanning, PDF creation, liaison from the Visual Resources Association to
and social media to 20 faculty (17 the previous the College Art Association and organized the
year). VRA-sponsored session at CAA in Los Angeles;
The Visual Resources Librarian chaired the Materials Special Interest Group at
provided RDID orientation and training to two ARLIS; organized and delivered the VRA
library science interns in Archives that included Nancy DeLaurier Achievement Award
overviews as well as several in-depth sessions nomination remarks at VRA; concluded his
covering image metadata and collection seven-year term as editor of the VRA Bulletin;
creation and management. attended a weeklong workshop dealing with
digital humanities and other data visualization
Library Image Subscriptions (total: projects; participated as librarian and critic in an
4,323,930—a 14% increase over 3,796,360 the Interior Architecture course to redesign the
previous year) Material Resource Center; participated on the
0 A1-{Museum Image Gallery; 165,090 library marketing committee; and served the
I ART5tOr; 1,400,000 school both as chair ofthe Faculty Nominating
, Berg Fashion Library: 4,930 Committee and as a memberofa successful
' Bridgeman Education: 380,000 Search Co1f;n?t1t§eIe f0r_Ind;zSglil ?e§lgn'
1 1 a ma in a a 0 1I1
. Bntanmca Imagequestz 2'OOO’O0O Specialistjagnet Greflerind Picturi Cgollection
. Cinema Image Gallery: 217000 Supervisor Alecia Underhill both participated in
. Oxford Art Online‘ 571000 the annual Library StaffArt Exhibit. VRC
° Vi5u31AYt$ Data 59071561 100»000 Assistant Anne Butler made a smooth transition
to covering circulation of materials and
Libfa’ Digitilation Activities volunteered to staff the annual Library Book
Number of library digital collections (previous Sale during R131) By Design weekend_ James
Year / current Year) Austin was hired as a replacement during an
' Architecture: 130 / 132 items extended staff leave and provided critical
° Archives: 331 / 3,663 items support during that period.
° Materials: 165 / 990 items
° Nature Lab: 164 / 165 items Mark Pompeha
. Reader services: 489 / 981 items Visual + Material Resource Librarian
' Special Collections: 658 / 2,767 items August 2012
° Visual Resources: 13,027 / 42,411 items
Equipment and software purchases
included a video encoder for videotape
conversion, and a tower computer, large
widescreen monitor, and oversized atbed
scanner for an updated image scanning station.
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Library Statistics 20l I/20l2
06.30.|0 06.30. I0 06.30.l I 06.30.| I 06.30.|2 06.30.|2
RISD Library Collections Titles Volumes Titles Volumes Titles Volumes
Main 90,354 98,493 93,600 I 0 I .893 88,660 96,304
Storage 298 538 342 60 I 4,869 8,40 I
Circulating Collection subtotal 90,652 99,03 I 93,942 I02,494 93,529 I04,705
Reference 2,426 3, I 34 2,440 3, I 55 2,462 3,270
Periodicals I ,503 I 5,828 I ,492 I 5,986 I ,502 I 6,373
Current titles 355 347 337
Volumes in storage 6,885 6,894 6,926
Special I0,453 I3,922 I I,I38 I4,750 I I,068 I4,684
Periodical volumes in Special 2,970 2,942 2,95l
Artists‘ books l,405 l,446 l,457 I,505 I,474 I,527
Archives, inc master's theses l,234 l,347 l,466 I,579 l,82l I,934
Special Collections subtotal l3,092 l9,685 I4,06l 20,776 l4,363 2I,096
Auction catalogs (uncat,storage) I7,096 l7,096 l7,l84 l7,l84 l7,573 l7,573
Archives 266l cu.ft. 2744 cu.ft.
8| .9 MB
Total printed collections l24,769 l5l,804 l29,l I9 l56,653 l29,429 l60,066
RISD Records in online catalog I l3,506 l37,778 I l8,473 l43,863 l23,985 I49,637
Total Records (including Athenaeum) 200,403 232,|56 207,I26 24I,43I 2| 3,696 249,700
Slides I 69,645 I 69,645 I 57,565 I 57,565 98,267 98,267
Lantern slides 22,050 22,050 22,050 22,050 22,050 22,050
Clippings 493,540 493,540 493,4I I 493,4l I 490,690 490,690
Mounted reproductions l9,635 l9,635 l9,649 l9,649 l9,639 l9,639
Maps I ,927 I ,927 I ,927 I ,927 I ,927 I ,927
Postcards I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I I 9,40 I
Posters 2,278 2,278 2,296 2,296 2,320 2,320
CD-ROMS I I3 I I3 I05 I05 I05 I06
Videos, DVD's, discs in books 3,432 4,59l 3,728 5,006 4,259 5,700
Sound/music cd's I37 240 I47 248 I47 248
Vinyl LP's (storage) 206 206 206 206 206 206
I6 mm lms (storage) I89 I97 I89 I97 I89 I97
35mm lms (storage) 240 I,470 240 I,470 240 I,470
Microforms I6 l,855 I6 l,855 I6 l,855
Material samples 4,275 4,702 5,792 6,37l l6,902 I8,592
Architectural models I I 3 3 6 6
Total image/sound collections 737,085 74l,85l 726,725 73 l,760 676,364 682,674
#of databases (some overlap)
Dictionaries/Encyclopedias/Reference I 5 I5 I 5 I 5 I7 I7
Digital images (RDID) I 9,525 I l4,964 I I9,0l 7
Image databases 5 lmilIion+ 7 3.8 million 7 4.3 million
E-books (FT Reference books) 2 669 2 772 3 895
I 9,000 20,000+
journals 20,000 journals journals
Periodical Abstracts/Indexes I2 indexed I4 indexed I4 indexed
Full-text journal articles 4 5447 journals 7 8250 journals 9 8700 journals
Electronic journals 2 I I24 titles 2 I I24 titles I5 publishers I207 titles
Electronic Resources 27 paid subscriptions 32 paid subscriptions 34 paid subscriptions
I5 provided by State I5 provided by State I5 provided by State
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ICirculation 2007/08 2008/09 2009/I0 20l0/I I 20I I/I2
IBooks/periodicals 63, I 75 6 I ,269 57,477 55,536 48,999
INonprint(CDs, CD ROMS,VHS, DVDs) I3,36l I I,247 9,058 7,579 7,0l7
Renewals I 4,522 I 2,069 I 3,238 I 3,063 I 2,272
lln-house Circulation 45,242 54,098 48,285 35,2l0 43,004
‘Reserve materials 4,973 6,060 3,949 3,449 3,397
IiBooks (Mac laptops) 637 l,Ol0 479 774 l,I65
lSlides I 8,983 I 0, I 77 6,453 3,639 245
IClippings 52,099 57,542 40,56l 38,527 34,942
I Folders requested 9,947 I0,256 8,l I4 7,643 6,629
IMounted reproductions l,308 l,62l 787 975 939
IMaterial samples n/a n/a 22 275 970
IKIC stand scanning c.l20,000 c. l20,000 l35,I 30 97,74l I l5,303
,Retrievals of Limited Access Materials
1Special Collections (books + periodicals) l,605 l,72l l,990 l,684 l,0l 3
IArtists' books l,366 l,647 l,432 I,646 I,057
;Volumes from storage I05 8| I33 93 I I8
,Use of electronic resources
IDatabase searches I07, I54 |82,0257 284,836 298,323 329,0|8
i Full text retrievals 43,72l 54,47l 52,268 49,776 50,49l
)Borrowing outside RISD
Athenaeum material by RISD patrons 3,4l2 3,680 3,0l8 2,844 3, I48
lBrown material by RISD patrons l,072 3,507 4,230 3,950 3,6l8
llnterlibrary loan (loanedlborrowed) 509/I48 505/ I09 5l3/25l 493/2l4 567/224
lRe_gistered Borrowers
IRISD students (degree program) I,780 2,434 2,376 l,804 2,362
,RlSD students Cont. Ed. , S ecial Studies 62 I05 I97 I I6 59P ,
Facul /Museum Curators 374 330 362 393 322
I W
Facul S ouse 0 4 5 3 4
I tY P
‘Staff, docents, trustees 89 I I6 I I2 I I I I32
‘Alumni 228 304 I 79 I43 I 83
Memberships 62 56 I2 I 0 I3
lBrown Univ. students I58 236 I82 223 I95
lBrown Univ.facuIty/staff inc in Criarl inc in Criarl 3| 8 I6
INon-institutional (CRIARL) 42 I5 I I 6 6
I Total re istered borrowers 2795 3600 3467 28l7 32928
‘Security gate count l60,796 l50,223 I67,385 l63,760 I85,833
lRe istered uests 690 878 754 422 4l98 8
lResearchers in RISD Archives I50 I48 I42 I70 l8I
lResearchers in Special Collections 490 530 SI8 500 446
%Students and visitors in the Picture Collection 4,283 3,956 3,695
,RISD students borrowing @Brown 375 892 572 678 n/a
ISlide Collection : Faculty 64 74 43 27 20
IRDID (RISD digital images) registered users 0 I I9 4l6 563 695
IMaterial Collection borrowers 0 0 22 64 I59
I§Reference + Instruction
lReference sub'ect in uiries 2,068 l,670 2,029 759 l,l00
' l cl 23IArchives reference (does not include onsite) I84 I95 I86 I62 6
IInstruction(Classes/workshops): groups 63 57 75 48 8|
I students I ,26 I I ,083 I ,253 830 I ,646
‘Tours/orientations: groups 57 45 3 I I 2
I students I ,056 460 432 56 I 390
IClass presentations ofArtists' Books 38 36 39 45 47
‘Class presentations of Special Collections/Archives 38 47 49 38 4|
y students in these presentations l,367 l,360 l,666 l,308 l,327
Individual a ts re Artists' Books/S Coll 98 87 I00 I I6 59
, PP P
Di ital ima e trainin inVRC mostl facult I2 I8 20 I7 2|
, 8 8 8 Y Y
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7Book/Media Acquisitions 2007/08 2008/09 2009/ I 0 20 I 0/I I 20l I/I 2
New book titles purchased 2,80I 2,4I8 2,239 2,336 2,558
.New video titles purchased 266 473 I33 222 453
New volumes/items purchased 3,095 2,9 I 5 2,39| 2,596 3,074
Gifts/Exchange items received : Books, Cats., Per. 6,563 3,2l 5 l,8I5 I I,000 5,557
Gifts/Exchange retained as ofjune 30 2,6I6 I,268 700 l,082 I,308
Replacements 8| I 67 I25 I 53 I 50
Total volumes 5,792 4,350 3,2 I 6 3,83 I 4,532
Budget
Books
I Operating budget (actual expenses) $ I 09,762 $86,480 $65,06I $7I,028 $86, I 80
Revenue from nes, bills $3 I ,395 $32,609 $26,432 $23,447 $ I 9,532
‘ Booksale income $2,646 $2,855 $2,472 $ I ,687 $4,225
Restricted funds $ I 0,628 $9,707 $ I 2,32l $7, I 53 $ I 3,397
I Funds from Liberal Arts $I,8I3 $0 $0 $0 $0
1 subtotal (books) $I56,244 $I3|,65I $I06,286 $I03,3I5 $I23,334
i Average price/book $54.2I $50.93 $44.96 $4I .5I $45.54
IEIectronic resources $56,8 I 6 $66,237 $46,508 $52,2 I 6 $60,4I6
Serials (print) $43,059 $40,5 I8 $38,I65 $38,054 $39,88I
(Videotapes/DVDs $I3,234 $I3,65I $I0,992 $I I,834 $I2,783
I Funds from Liberal Arts $224 $0 $0 $0 $700
ISIides + digital images from vendors $I,353 $I,5l4 $I46 $0 $0
;MateriaI samples $0 $0 $0 $ I 5 $2,338
‘Total materials expenditures $270,930 $253,57I $202,097 $205,434 $239,452
IOther operating expenses $I I9,70l $ I 04,8 I 0 $86,996 $90,356 $9 I ,435
ISaIary and Benets $I ,475,658 $ I ,580,7I 7 $ I ,469,663 $ I ,5 I4,8 I 8 $ I ,5 I 4,353
jTotaI expenses $1,866,289 $I,939,098 $I,758,756 $I,8I0,608 $I,845,240
§CapitaI budget $3l,687 $9,056 $I0,049 $l I9,625 $3l,530
;Processing
‘Items processed 7,627 8,491 7,80I 5,483 5,4I8
INew titles cataloged 5, I 95 5,027 3,363 4,2 I 5 4,258
jNew volumes cataloged 6,442 5,67I 3,472 4,5 I 9
(Gifts cataloged l,673 I,969 l,082 I,094 I,I74
iSeriaIs cataloged (09/I0- inc e-journals) 33 23 2I 20 I7
IRecataIoged/reclassied I, I85 2,820 2,547 0 0
fVo|umes withdrawn I52 502 I,257 222 389
IVoIumes in storage 26,603 26,942 24,82I 24,974 32,900
Bindery: Books/Periodicals 304/3 I 6 25 I /296 203/304 I 37/3 I4 I 50/224
Iln-house mending 237 523 443 48I 402
Binders/enclosures (conservation) 504 4I7 245 264 I56
IBindersNistafoiI (new books) 7I7 6| I 566 6| I 634
I
Slides accessioned 0 0 0 0 0
;Slides withdrawn 0 0 2,405 I2,080 59,298
IDigitaI images scanned 2,972 4,549 4,743 3,74I 2,968
Ilvlaterial samples added 0 0 4,275 I,5 I 7 l2,800
}CIippings added 8,002 6,690 5,752 5, I 70 4,258
lCIippings withdrawn 3,85I I,834 3,659 5,299 6,979
iPosters added 20 0 0 I8 24
(Video titles added (tapes/dvds) I7/249 I4/459 3/ I 30 I8/273 0/453
1CDs & DVDs cleaned/repaired n/a 406 204 77 32
‘Archives/Spec. Coll. Scanning I IO I58 I77 I86 I06
jArchives accessioned 79/I 5| LF 79/I 65LF 5|/82.6LF 5 I/66.75LF 53/96LF
IArchives processed (linear feet) 34 70 73.5 I I8.0 I08.5
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SELECTED DONORS of Books, Periodicals, DVDs & Other Things
Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFares Reem El Mutwalli
Audubon Society of RI Leonard Newcomb
jan Baker Cheryl Palmisciano
jim Barnes Elena Pascarella
Bell Gallery, Brown University Mark Pompelia
Deborah Bright RI Historical Society
Andrienne G. Clark RISD Museum of Art
Tim Finn RISD Store
Glenn Gissler Rice University Art Gallery
jayne lngalls Haynes Estate of George Rome
Otto C. jelinek William Rudolph
Brian C. jones jessie Shefrin
Christine jones Studio Ghibli
Christine Kermaire David Sutton
Milton Leitenberg William & Susan Twadell
Krzysztof Lenk University of RI Library
Estate of Steven Lerner Visionaire
Pedro Letria Willett Free Library
Xu jiang
LIBRARY STAFF
Ariel Bordeaux Special Collections Assistant
Anne Butler Visual Resource Center Assistant
Marc Calhoun Sr. Library Assistant, Technical Services
Claudia Covert Readers’ Services Librarian
Douglas Doe Associate Archivist
john Gambino Sr. Library Assistant/Circulation + Reserves
Robert Garzillo Technical Services Librarian (sabbaticaljuly — Dec)
Gail Geisser Circulation Manager
Susan Gifford Technical Assistant, Cataloging
janet Grewer Digital Imaging & Cataloging Specialist
Andrew Martinez Archivist
Stephen McCaughey Circulation Supervisor/Serials
Elinor Nacheman Catalog/Reference Librarian
Ellen Petraits Research & Instruction Librarian
Mark Pompelia Visual + Material Resources Librarian
Elaine Robinson Sr. Library Assistant, Acquisitions
Mark Sweeney Circulation Supervisor/Stacks
Carol Terry Director of Library Services
Alecia Underhill Supervisor, Picture Collection
Laurie Whitehill Chong Special Collections Librarian (on sabbatical)
james Austin Digital Imaging Specialist (temporary)
Anne Bulin Technical Support (OIT Staff)
Elizabeth Bauerle Archives intern (Simmons)
Chelsea Gunn Archives intern (Simmons)
Ryan LaLiberty Archives intern (URI)
Kate MacBain Archives intern (Univ of Washington)
Rachel Stamp Archives volunteer
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